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chasm 1: SaL mid Ma. set Masan

1st NfiaLLAga

la someral, advocacy nesse to embrace or eepoues a ane endJor to

plead Aa sandbar paresis's defense. Advocacy in as Infouncios ead

referral (I 4 R) center tor the elderly bee a mere *pacific mammies. It

means to work and plead ee behalf ot older people for services Chat are

sew sen-eulatemt or unavailable to them. la @mammies advocacy sa vas et

Its fmactieuse the center usy:

proms an older individuate case with another appacy

press as agency tor cheeses is its policies amd procedures

ea behalf et older ramose moles tbo &sew

press ter Amapa is peblIt polity ea behalf ot ell older

people in the community

EMI= ab2Sia

The purpose et advocacy La am I 4 I center is to obtain service

tow older people wbere such service Is sot eaw available to thee or Is

sonmemisteat. This Is related to tbs center's missive ot liskies older

people and services together. A. ham already been indicated, there nay

be samosa/ reasons law advocacy mmy be required. an older pereoa

blneall may be a barrier to tbe servfice seeds. le amy sot be able

to state his case in a way that will elicit as agency's favorable

response; bis situation mmy be toe painful for bin to discuss; be mmy

h ave difficelty putties his theusbts into verde; be may be contused about



factual information. On the other hand, the older person may be unable

to obtain an ageecy's service because of poor worker practice. Agency

personae' may be unfamiliar with agency policy sod programs or may

interpret agency policy too narrcwly. lbey my not know bow to inter-

view to obtain Lefornetion from bim that is necessary for providing

service. lbe older person nee& someone to speak on hie behalf so that

be can obtain the service be swede regardless of whether he or the in-

dividual worker la an agency la the barrier to these services.

Similarly, an olier person may be prevented frost obtaining services

he needs because of the way an agency's progrme ere administered. For

example, people mey be required to appear la person at an agency's office

before they will be cossidered for service or even given info:uation about

the agency's service. An &saucy nay be hard to gat to. It any not be

located OMIT public transportatiou OT if it is, bus service may be slow,

requiring loss waits in the cold or rein. The older person needs someone

to act on hie bebalf to secure those changes la an agency's practice,

proesdores, end policy that will enable bin to obtain the services he needs.

In like menmer, older persons ney be unable to obtain services

because public policy does not take their needs into account. Public

policy ea/ impose a standard of sub-poverty on older people or make it

impossible for them to secure adequate busing. Thus older people need

ommoas to speak ou their behalf to bring about those &eases in public

policy that will enable them to obtain provisions and services they need.

In short, advocacy is needed in au I fp R center to bring about

those thaws that are necessary to enable the center to link people

to services mad provisions that ore not now available to them. There

are certain constraints in the use of advocacy, however, of which you

met be aware. More will be said about this later.



ItplesCh a: Advocacy at Various Levels

Advocacy in an I 6 R co.nter can begin almost any place in the

center's service. It can begin during information-giving if you discover

that there is no service available for a particular problem. It can

begin with follow-up when you learn that linkage has failed. After the

cause of linkage failure has been determined, certain kinds of action

might follow. These may include, by way of review:

correcting or updating the resource file

providing the older person with different or additional

information about and/or referral to a different service

providing the person with escort service

correcting center or agency errors in regard to specific

CMG
record kAteping for planning and research purposes as

determined by the Administration on Aging

Thus, not all action resulting from follow-up will be advocacy.

Nmietheless, some of it will be for the reasons ely-ody noted. How,

then, do you proceld to become an advocate for the elderly and when?

6
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Case Advocacv: Advocacy on Behalf of Individuals

You certainly will want to do whatever you can to obtain service

for the individual person at the case level. Advocacy on behalf of

individuals at the case level begins with the returned referral form.

If a returned referral form shows that a person is not receiving.or did

not receive,service from the agency to which he was referred, and you

question the agency's action, call the worker at the agency to make an

inquiry regarding the agency's decision. Begin by first identifying

yourself and then indicate your reason for calling. Explain that you

are calling about a case that you had referred to the agency which was

not accepted for service, and that you wonder why. Allow the person

tine to respond. Listen to what he says. If his response is not

consistent with the information you have in the resource file, tell him

so. This will give him an opportunity to correct the information you

have on hand or give you an opportunity to ask for an appointment to

discuss the case further with him. If this still leaves you dissatisfied

call his supervisor or agency director to press the issue further and

to interpret the needs of the person to him. If this still leaves the

client without service, however, check the agency's manual. You may

find that the agency is not as familiar with its own rules as you are)

or if it is, does not abide by them. If so, present the agency with

your information. If this still fails to produce results for the older

person, advise him to take his case to the agency's appeal board and

from there, to court, if necessary.

7
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Always be courteous. You may win your point through sheer

persistence which often Days off more than bombast and other attention-

getting tactics. Sometimes your efforts may cause an agencl to take

another look at its rules and procedures or institute a new service or

program. At the same tine, be aware of your own fallibility. You could

be pursuing a mdstaken lead. If you are, acknowledge the fact and learn

from your experience.

Policy or Program Advocacy: To Secuxe Change in an Agency's Policy or

Procedures

Advocacy at the agency level begins with follow-up. For example,

you may discover in follow-up that many older people who have been

referred to a particular agency are not being seen by that agency for

service. It is not just a matter of one or two individuals who have n:.

been seen, but several. In following-up with individual persons, you

may begin to see a pattern in their responses. The health clinic's

waiting room was full when they got there. There was no place to sit.

No one approached them to ask them to sit down. They waited awhile,

got tired,and left.

Or perhaps you referred several persons to an agency that claimed to

proiride a homemaker service,only to find in follow-up that it is a

companion service instead. Furthermore, you nay learn that there was no

attempt to find out what the persons wanted when they called. They

were simply told that they had to cone to the agency for an interview

before they would be given information about the agency's services.

5



Then the service they wanted and for whiCh they came was not there,

adding insult to injury.

When you find these kinds of situations occurring, call the agency

director immediately. Tell him what you have discovered in follow-up.

If your observation about his agency is correct and complete, he will

probably take steps to remedy the situation. It may be just a matter

of adding more Chairs to the welting room. On the other hand, he

may have to increase his staff to handle the clinic's business, pluu

provide additional training to make his staff more sensitive to the

needs of older people. He may agree to inaugurate new practices in

his agency to make it unnecessary for people to come to the office

before they can be considered for service. In the end, the director

may feel impelled to make his word good and add the homemaker ser-

vice he said he offered.

These are the kinds of changes that an agency might undertake

to make services available for older people. All that may be required

from you is one phone call. Sometimes, though, you may have to work

harder. The director may ask you to appear before his board of dir-

ectors to tell them about the need for homemaker service, or he may

ask you to talk to his staff About the hardship the agency's practice

imposes on older people by requiring them to cone to the office for

an interview before they can be considered for service. Remember,

persistence and courtesy are more likely to bring About 'the dhanges

you desire for older people than open attack and antagonism.
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Maim Mut AA Mama Risk aim= Salm
Toe can also speak to community groups about the needs of oldsx

people end Whe failures 7ou have secomaered in trying to link them

to *smiles's that will meet their needs. TOu can also supply important

informatics to community groups about the problems in securing needed

provisions, and work with these groups ou areas of mutual concern.

Natilatlatsentasialelsox. isdiaLhamddisa
Amother way to press for community action L. by writing letters

to the editor, to your congressmen, and to the President. Mese letters

should be written out of your experiences in working with the elderly

end the service systems which impinge on their wellbeing most directly.

BilltdauLlhasuald&WWILIMAULat

Testifying before official bodies is another way that you can take

action in the community. Occasionally congressional coumittees hold

hearings in different parts of the country on different issues, such as

income maintenance or problems of the aged. If the issue being heard

has a bearing on the well-being of older people, and if the center has

knowledge and information relevant to the issue that it has accumulated

through its experiences, its testimony should be heard.

Legislative hearings at state and local levels serve the same

purpose as congressional hearings, at their respective levels. Again, if

the issue is relevnnt to the concerns of the center and you have something

to contribute as a result of your experience and knowledge at the center,

you should do so.
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Ultimstely you mmst mske a decision About how far to go with advocacy

in an I & a center. What ace some of the mostraieing ;actors in using

adWocace Evidence seems to indicate that, While there are often few

objections to the goals of advocacy, there are serious objections to the

means that aro sometimes used in its name, such as open confrontations,

meeting take-overs, demands of one kind or another, blackmail, etc.

An I & R center would be remiss in its obligation and responsibility to

older people if it did not accept advocacy as its function and if it did

not press for action on behalf of older people at all levels. However,

certain cautions ahould be exercised, particularly by an agency, such

as the center, that depends on government nonies and good interagency

relationships in both the voluntary and non-voluntary sectors for its

existence.

The Risk Involved

First of all, not every issue is worth a fight or is of equal

importance. Therefore, Choose issues, tactics, and *strategies that are

likely to yield the largest pay-offs. Soma strategies are likely to

produce more positive results over the long haul than others. These

already have been described to you, such as calling the agency if you

question its decision about a person's.case, being courteous but

persistent in seeing the issue through, and enlisting the support and

help of community groups. Also, if you are always pressing a point,

12
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if you are always suspecting another agency's motives and actions, if

you are always pitting the older person or center against the agency,

if you take every opportunity you can to ptiblicly embarrass another

agency, and if you are spending so much tine trying to right the wrongs

inflicted on older people that you no longer are doing What you can to

link then to services that can help them, your motives and behavior may

be seriously questioned. Indeed, you may well be suspected of having

motives for being at the center that are inconsistent with the center's

purpose and mission. In addition, you may very well be jeopardizing

the well-being of older people by your attitudes and tactics.

Canter's kw&
Another constraining factor in the use of advocacy is the center's

image. If people call largely to register complaints about community

provisions rather than to ask for information about them, the center may

not be projecting an image in keeping with its primary purpose. Further,

its use may be inhibited by people who may want and need information but

who do not especially want their situation to become a cause for the

center to espouse. The center is primarily a linkage agency, not a

complaint agency, nor is it a hall of justice where cases are heard,

.investigated,and vindicated. Such agencies, however, do exist. They

have been established and sanctioned by law to deal with people's comr

plaints. The center should refer to these agencies, but not take over

their function.

10
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Another constraining factor in the use of advocacy by the center

is time. If you are able to do the following, then you have no problem:

press for favorable action on behalf of individuals
with agencies

prepare written and oral reports for community reporting,
cmmmunity groups, and the newspaper

write letters to the editor and your congressmen

testify before official bodies

speak to community groups about the service gaps into
which many older people fall

fulfill your first obligation to provide older people
with information and refetral to community provisions

On the other hand, if you cannot assume the full range of advocacy

artivities that have been described and at the same time fulfill your

obligation of providing I & R services to people who call, select those

advocacy activities that can be undertaken without undermining the center's

primary mission. Thus, the constraints on the use of advocacy in an I & R

center may be summarized as:

time

center image

the stakes involved

the possession of certain skills such as writing,
speaking, and working with community groups



Skiataz.41 2assiiitha

Advocacy in its various forms is the Logical extension of follow-op

la an I.& Stesmter. Mile all activity resulting from follovup will not

be advocacy, some of it secessarily will be, given the nature of human

amd organisatiomal behavior and arrangements. Agency workers are not

infallible; they can and do make mistakes; moods can and do influence

their decisions on any given day. Similarly, agencies and other

institutions are slow to Change; their ways become set and their policies

and programs do not always respond quickly to people's needs. PUblic

policy, if not actually punitive, often reflects the attitudes of groups

that are not always sympathetic to human plight.

The question, then, is not whether advocacy should be a part of an

I & I center's program. The question is, rather, to what degree and in

ehiCh of its foams. The answer lies partially in the.availebility of

staff time as well as in their knowledge and skills for engaging in

certain kinds of activities required by advocacy, such as speaking,

writing, and working with community groups. Part of the answer also

lies in the image desired for the center. If advocacy prevents people

from using the center for linkage to community services, then regardless

.of how well the center might be performing otherwise, it has failed in

its mission. The desired outcome is a balance among the major services

that have been described, (information, referral, follow-up, outreach,

and advocacy) eadh feeding into and strengthening the other to achieve

the one major purpose of the center's existenceto link people to

services they need.
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